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Joseph Gonzales 

Sparkling river of silence… 

Sparkling river of silence, 

Traveler along a shadowy forest floor— 

I drink deep draughts, lasting, 

Of your overflowing stillness! 

 

Tipping your goblet, 

I taste your darkness 

As floral wine 

Swirling inside a crystal 

 

And breathe in perfume. 

Fingers of a spellbound existence            

Stop my ears. 

Awe, black thief, steals my voice. 

  

Bereft of noise, I am  

Transfixed as the blood moon 

Hovering, windless night, 

Balanced on the sword tip of time. 

  

The world is motionless 

As my spirit moves 

And my stumbling heart is filled 

By a presence…and quiet… 
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Eric DePriester 

SONNET FOR A CAGED ARTIST 

He struck the keys with hands both deft and true  

A swirling force of cosmic energy  

But once the curtain fell, the man was through  

Discarding talent for security.  

Now he decays in ivory clad walls  

Neglecting his old partner ebony  

He shuffles papers up and down the halls  

Without a stroke, a note of harmony.  

Outside, birds trill a soft, gentle release  

He reaches fingers out through windowed bars  

But cannot grasp a scrap of their sweet peace  

Instead, he stares with longing at the stars.  

The piano, it calls; follow its voice  

You may regret, but there remains a choice.  
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Angela Spence 

Lavender Field 

Lavender Field  

I dreamt of lavender:  

a purple field rolled up  

like gigantic carpet rolls   

for unknown homes.  
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Ernest Williamson III 

The Humiliation of Humility 
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Laurie Ludmer 

Memory and Flesh 

my breasts were   

pink-tinged   

cream-filled  

fresh-baked  

warm to touch  

sweet to taste   

cupcakes   

my breasts were  

scrumptious strawberry   

two scoops of   

vanilla ice cream please  

fruit-topping  

lip-licking    

syrup-dripping  

sundaes  

my breasts were   
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Dirty Laundry 

A little mute   

girl eight years   

old wide blue   

eyes feral look   

stands in silence   

thin shoulders bend   

forward her long   

braid pulls back   

her tight scalp   

hurts  

her heart shaped   

face mouth slash   

grimy price tag   

pinned to her chest   

sell cheap.   

She’s the laundry   

lady’s child Cinderella    

orphan washing clothes   

squeezing rinsing scraping   

red stain memories   

white white skin   

crying under bed   

silent crying skin crying   

a wordless wail.   
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Richa Gupta 

Oceanic Relic 

It is corrugated, winking in the gleam,  

mildly moistened as it lies on my palm  

Ridges and whorls seem to stream...  

of the brackish ocean, it wears a balm  

It appears to perpetually scream  

of the crashing waves upon the sand-  

a calming sound, tranquil, serene,  

music of the sea, it possesses a band  

of instruments that play only to your ear,  

faraway melodies light years away  

So soothing and sweet, quick to be endeared  

bringing colors to the eye- blue, gray,  

sapphire, periwinkle, truly aesthetic hues,  

colors that alleviate tension, as well as the tunes  

shifting a mentality to mollified from blue,  

as you envision the water lapping like dunes  

Pretty to look at- of carnation pink  

spiraling inwards, flawless to feel  

as if it had spent time to adorn and prink  

itself with unconcealed zeal  

It emanates a scent faint and saline-  

a fresh, invigorating smell,  

It impacts every sense, you can perceives the signs  

of the beauty in my palm- a coastal sea shell  
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Wintry Heat 

Its surface is bathed in pearly light  

The air encased by its glistening glow  

The wind blows delicately, soft and frosted  

until it's felt- the first silvers of snow  

The terrain has been transformed from green to white  

the sky from aqua to a stormy gray  

crystals cascade from above-  

the clouds which shield the golden rays  

Like sugar- white, sweet and smooth  

that coats the branches of the lime green trees,  

creatures retreat into their refuge  

fear keeping them hidden- of the icy freeze  

Within a few hours of the magnificent snow,  

on the earth, has been embedded a crust  

that shifts and dances like dunes of sand  

pirouetting with the glacial, biting gusts  

As the clouds parted, sunlight began to shine,  

as the snowfall began to slow its pelt  

winter defrosted, began to crawl away,  

sunshine dominated, the chill began to melt  

The air is sweltering, brimming with heat  

turning my face crimson from peach  
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the ground glaring, vivid, radiating warmth,  

to cool down- the world would vehemently beseech  

Birds fly about, despairing, craving a sip  

of the invigorating water, which is now a dearth,  

creatures roam for miles, longing to gulp  

from ponds, which are now sparse on the earth  

The sun beats down with quelling force,  

amber commands the sky, rather than blue  

The air is unmoving, humid, sultry,  

animals covet for the breeze that once blew  

Then, gradually, the heat starts to drop,  

the shivery atmosphere commences its unfurl,  

creatures return to their caves in relief,  

as the word is soaked in the light of a pearl  
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Her Magic Voice 

She whispers with her magic voice,  

sounds that mingle with the breeze,  

that tread up to creatures perched on trees  

She lures them down with an angelic smile,  

her voice brimming with beauty, bursting with guile,  

with nuances sailing across the waves  

that reach those hidden deeply in caves  

They hear a compelling tone, an unhappy sigh,  

as spirits of music serenely sail by,  

that reach the critters thriving on dunes,  

whose ears prick up by the enchanting tunes  

They all shadow the trails of her magic voice,  

heard by those flourishing in the ocean,  

the melodies enough to set them in motion  

She entices all animals with her song,  

without thought, she takes them all along  

But they can never find her, to their despair,  

despite the actuality that they seek everywhere  

To find an inkling, they will persist  

that her magic voice does really exist,  

though they may search, they will not get far,  

for she is the music coming from the stars 
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Going Nowhere 

In my glass bowl that is filled to the brim,  

I dive and splash and sprinkle and swim  

Periodically, food showers down as rain  

you may think I really can't complain  

of my calm, equable, foreseeable life,  

yet with it, I share a rancorous strife  

For I am constantly kneeling over with despair,  

as I swim in circles, going nowhere  

I have no destination to reach, nothing to achieve,  

my life is a cliché, or so I believe  

I am a good looking fish, of amber and gold  

others feel so as well, as I am incessantly told  

People admire my skin's striking, handsome hue  

and how it would contrast with the sea's royal blue  

Such words elicit nostalgia and sorrow,  

and how I covet for a miracle tomorrow  

To be returned to the sea, my family, I wish  

or perhaps the arrival of a companion- another pleasant fish  

I am enclosed, imprisoned by walls of glass,  

watching helplessly as my owners pass  

They are oblivious, they will never learn  

what a living creature does desire and yearn  
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He wants independence, he wants to be free  

he wants to fool about, as his heart fills with glee  

He hankers to travel, to be creative, to find  

his very own species, with which he must be aligned  

To search for his very own natural food, he craves,  

or to play about and splash with the waves  

And swim until his fins can take it no more,  

or use his imagination, or thrive and explore  

But for now, I must live life as I must,  

though I am afraid I shall never adjust  

to the tedious, monotonous, repetitive routine  

that an animal like myself must withstand- proud and marine  

But at one point, I am sure one will answer my plea,  

and before I know it, I'll be back in the sea  
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Bob Stout 

Wyoming 

Rutted prairie without water, sunlight wavering  

through spidery clouds. A man emerging  

from the grayness, old but sturdy,  

stranger yet familiar, something in his look.  

Dogs and cattle sidled towards shelter  

as he paused and looking skyward  

groped for flecks of brightness in the thickening air.  

Where did he come from? Why was he there?  

He paused again beside the trough  

filled with water for the horses, washed his face  

and wet his hair, dried his hands on his bandanna,   

stranger yet familiar, something in his look.  

Glancing up saw the woman, saw her children;  

Wen, the oldest, lithe and blonde, stepped forward,  

cautious, little brothers crouched behind her.  

Where did he come from? Why was he there?  

Hands opened, showing he held nothing,  

he drew circles, snapped his fingers, mumbled phrases,  

a dove flew upward, disappeared.   

Strange yet so familiar, something in his look.  

The mother, hands on young Wen’s shoulder, frowning,  
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Who are you? her eyes demanded. He said nothing,  

merely pointed,  first at Wen, then her brothers,  

stranger yet familiar, something in his look.  

In the distance the dogs barking, a lone crow  

above them circling. Again the old man  

snapped his fingers and the horses, dogs, approached.  

Strange yet so familiar, something in his look.  

The dove returned, perched on his shoulder,  

then reappeared perched on Wen’s. The old man smiled,  

“A gift he told her,” bowed and turned  

and they heard thunder, distant, threatening.  

Where did it come from? Why was it there?  

The dove a constant in Wen’s dreaming, then and after,  

eyes so much like her two husbands,   

strangers yet familiar, something in their look.  
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Hondureño 

He knew they watched him  

grab the ladder    

and swing aboard,  

climb slowly  

to the freight car  

roof where dozens  

of others crouched,  

backpacks, blankets, water jugs  

jammed around them.  

Three-thousand miles  

to the Promised Land,  

a dream he only half-believed  

but others had reached it  

—Nicos, Guatemaltecos, Salvadoreños—  

despite those lurking,  

following. One had no choice;   

there was only the train  

and the jungles  

and the warnings “Zetas!”  

“Migra!” and jumping off,  

running, hiding,   

paths around the towns  
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to a curve  

to again climb aboard  

scared, sweating, hungry,  

The Promised Land! a dream  

but behind them a nightmare  

of Mara Salvatrucha,  

shack riddled with bullet holes  

sister kidnapped, brother  

crippled, what could one do?  

Ride The Beast  

watching, fearing,   

trusting no one but oneself   

in hope of tomorrows  

that might never come.  
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On the Bus 

     “Me embaracè de inmediate…”  

     Carmen Bullousa “Hamlet por aviso oportuno”  

Although I didn’t want to hear it  

she launched into a description  

of her pregnancy. Not the physical symptoms  

as an older woman would do  

but the splinters—she called  

them ‘splinters’—the way  

the glances of people  

who knew she wasn’t married  

twitched away from her.  

Not that she cared, she insisted:  

She was proud to be “going it alone”  

since the pregnancy was an accident  

and had made her realize  

that her relationship with the father  

though fun and comfortable  

was an “erotic convenience”  

not love—not at least permanent love—  

she slashed one hand  

against the other  

as though beheading a chicken  
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and insisted “it’s my right!”  

but her face became  

another’s saying  “I’m not trying to force…”  

and she nudged my shoulder  

and asked if I knew what she meant  

and I said yes  

although I was walking  

the midnight streets of faraway city  

with a thing inside me  

roiling towards a cliff’s end  

I’d never imagined was there.   
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Graduate Student, Mexico City 

It was easy, it was strange: darkened dancefloor,  

bottled beer, women neither pretty nor bad-looking,  

he accepting, never choosing who or where.  

Love a thing of movies, English novels,  

not the touch, delicious, of a palpitating breast,  

he accepting, never choosing who or where.  

Money a contrivance, pay the doorman,  

pay the taxi, always better his apartment,  

she accepting, take his thrusting, final kiss.  

Morning after back to studies, typing notes,  

cafeteria chatter, brief flirtations,  

he accepting, never choosing who or where.  

Crowded buses, colectivos, lunchroom specials,  

matineeing foreign movies, liars’ dice,  

G.I. stories, never choosing who or why.  

And alone in his apartment, music playing,  

names and faces swirling, shifting,  

touches, kisses, angry shouting,  

he accepting, never choosing when or why.  
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Waterfront, San Francisco, the Night 

I Thought About Committing Suicide  

Oily waves slapped at the hulls  

of ships rusting at anchor in the deserted cove.  

The numbers on their high, pointed prows  

glimmered like the names on tombstones  

as a watchman's light flicked past.  

Rats and roaches froze, then continued their scramble  

for nourishment. Lacy jellyfish  

floated the incoming tide  

like loose scraps of kleenex  

gathering around the dark pier.  

A bat in the masting screeched.  

On the murky surface of waves  

beneath my feet--one step from plunging deep  

into my past--I saw a face  

wrinkle into hideous laughter  

and I backed away,  

mouth sucking the dank harbor air  

like a swimmer who almost drowned.  
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Anne Yu Huang 

Almond 

pear for the taste. The darker 

the sweeter. The front porch misses us.  

 Green is appeasing, the rat we let go without 

thinking. My skirt isn’t a mess 

without the intent of regaining. When I hold onto the thigh 

I mix up the mind. Dinning table illuminates 

our sun. You sweep our floor with logic. 

You bury me in your heart beguilingly. 

 Beyond the hastened clock,  

naïveté becomes my poetry. 

Lighthouse in Nantucket. My body responds to the 

whale watching season.  

 

Uva Agate 

 

Some magenta glaciers that ignite the meteor. 

Some scented paper to find an unfound address. 

Some smooth transitioning of a hushed civilization. 

Some mending of a little black dress 

through green dew descending, or the fall 

of a sun that expands golden in the fields. 

Rotunda shaded meadows bellow deep 

mingling the stock of our life. 

Some mischievous happenstances from our passage of time. 
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Centerpiece 

 

Before morning dawn 

has drawn sporadic amount 

of shriveled slopes of October. 

Your gait is what I enjoyed 

the most, a kind of down-to-the- 

earth love. 

 

 

Beyond the ocean salt 

 

the climbing of jasmine filled banks, 

sweet colors illuminating the height of 

black waters. Like life needing age, death 

after sickness, we leave unremarkably. 

How darling we’ve been for each  

other! Exposed, naive, replenished! 

The last and lasting pleasure! 
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Destiny 

 

You have grasped days like crumbled leaves 

bright on bright streets, houses on sideways. 

They came from a bundled alley 

smitten in the wake of a shy sky. 

Days are like lengthened horizons, 

orange looming under the sunset. 

Days are like deafening crossroads 

mingled with a universal language. 

 Days are like strange calling 

silent voices mumbled  

words. When nothing is left, 

something awaits from unravelled reality. 
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November 

 

You stroll along the waves of passion  

or lingering emotion 

with wandering steps 

like teens toward the seaside.  

Intrepid seasonal winds  

grab your breadth and accompany  

you. Introspective milieu provides you with 

the night owls’ deeper tone.  

Autumn clouds renew around the  

brightened sun, all voices with your wish  

to lure. 

A stroke of lightning witnesses our closeness,  

timeless, color-blind. 

You await brilliantly with your hips pained,  

your mind focused and our desire becoming rare. 

Can you repeat its newness? 
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Darren C. Demaree 

EMILY AS A SCENE OF WHITENESS WE THUMBPRINT RED 

The snowy meadow,  

the blood.  The blood  

was Emily’s best idea.  
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David Anthony Sam 

Stars, Drought, and Adam 

In a time of drought,  

it is easier to comprehend  

the long evolution of stars.  

How the main sequence  

blows destruction into life  

as God breathed us from clay.  

How the dying of stars   

streams frigid detritus  

into star-making clouds.  

How metals form from hydrogen  

and multiply the planets  

until a fish walks from the sea.  

But this morning no clouds break  

the harsh blue of the sky.  

No clouds make rain for cracked  

cups of mud that palm heaven  

like beggars in dry streets  

dreaming alms from what passes by.  

In a few billion years this sun   

will shrink, collide into itself,   

then expand out past Mercury.  

After it has burnt everything clear  

it will withdraw again into itself  

to meekly glow inside its arid cloud.  

Not yet, not yet, as it emerges pink   

and round to drive the long shadows  

of this morning into blue daylight.  

The sun alchemizes its rose to gold.   

A wind rises to gust my dry dust   

full of miracles of ancient memory.  
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Randy Vincent Nichols 

La Mar 

Surf crashes against the black  

jagged outcrop of rock interrupting  

my reverie and bringing me back to  

reality like waking from a dream  

to see a beautiful woman napping  

next to me I whisper la mar and  

smile at the sun glistening on the  

waves it slightly hurts my eyes  

but I do not stop staring at the  

reflection of the sun on the waves  

the surf crashes again violent and  

calming as the breeze picks up  

I start to shiver the wind cuts  

right through my sweatshirt and  

puffy white clouds with wispy  

forms float through the cerulean  

blue sky like sailboats with no  

destination the crash of the surf  

suddenly brings me back but not  

before I see her again.  
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Pastoral 

The golden song of a train whistle  

wades through the trees toward  

a care-free soul in tranquility.  

Green pines needles glitter in a soft breeze  

these shimmering emeralds shiver in anticipation  

of our sun's silver light.  

Standing on a mountain, staring at the bay  

the salt air smells slightly coarse  

and reminds me of home.  

Sweet avian harmonies create  

a more beautiful and honest composition  

than any written symphony.  

A single cloud slowly drifts  

and eventually acquires a companion.  

The sun makes them shine.  
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Mercedes Lawry 

In the End 

Lie to the trees at your peril.  

Dissemble in the tall grass  

and risk your soul. Tear your hair   

and pretend grief. Disguises  

will not hold under the white moon.  

There is no harbor at the river’s fork,  

no pity. Your skin will wither and crease,  

your bones soften, your eyes  

cloud, your stories disappear  

into the mist that settles before dark,  

its chilled fingers webbing your wet cheek.  
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Doug Van Hooser 

acorn 

hard ripe     a blanket bombing  

barrage of fruit sends the chipmunks   

squirreling     a frenzied gorging   

of burial rites     a script of hoarding       

in blind comfort of numbers  

the single nut must escape   

in the rodents’ harem     the detonator:   

the root     splits the shell  

and prays its internment in labial earth   

damp with expectation   

grips the explosion of possibility  

to bear a leaf or two   

before cold hibernates the spirit  

will it wake and lean to the light  

survive years of yearning  

branch into a still life that grows  

lightening strike 

the storm thundered    the tree split    one   

part stood    the other thrust through the window  

into the bedroom where the leaves spilled   

like so many words    the room filled with tears  

the squirrel nest splattered on the bed    caught    the   

rodent shivered before running out the door  

the tree’s rings numbered were not that old  

but its center had died    a secret hidden   

like a heart behind a blouse  

beneath a smile  

the limbs across the bed  

splayed rigid    arms under arrest  

caught stealing the hollow inside the rings  

the branches of the wounded tree flayed  

defiant in the wind  

an attempt to defeat the thunder  

the lightening    the mugging rain  

but when the storm past  

there was nothing to be done  

the sun could not repair the damage  

the taproot could not hold the pride it held   

the tree’s trunk cut down  

cut up for firewood  
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Craig Kurtz 

Satirist’s Valentine 

I’ll desist the cynical today, and  

let lesser wits repose unscathed;  

I’ll only sing my praise to you  

and give all knaves a holiday.  

As facile the cunning quip seduce  

and ’tho so many targets do avail,  

I’ll task my muse sweet words to you  

and defer a day fools to abuse.  

Although ’tis true I rarely sleep a wink  

for all the rogues remaining to lampoon,  

I’ll dedicate today my lines to love  

and leave in peace each fey buffoon.  

Who’s to deny the strain and work  

essayed by every popinjay?;  

I’ll give reprieve to each dingbat and jerk  

and conjure only verses of amour today.   
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Patricia George 

DREAMSCRAPE 

The dream scraped the edges of my sleep  

Finding consciousness it was only the dissonant screeching overtones of the 3 o’clock train   

Nails on a chalkboard  

Thankful that there were three blocks between the tracks and home  

I will hum healing tones in the morning  

DREAM JOURNEY 

Fleeing from unknown attackers,  she followed the steps,  hanging onto the railing  to the cold 

dark basement for safety Naked in her unprotected innocence Reminiscent of movies where the 

climax of danger takes place in the abandoned factory  
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Treading The Fire  
 

 

maybe beauty will remain an abstract dirge; 

a mantra to be ruminated over  

like a submerged leek  

becoming tender in warm water.  

as it seems to me  

all as vanished  

from our worlds  

galaxies  

and  

cliques.  

much poetry has propelled  

into the bellowing mushroom cloud  

of noxious gas. 

Earth has garnished her seedlings  

as the trees convulse in 4/5 time  

leading scholars to compendious shame;  

shaking with violence muttering  

intellectual gibberish  

to the delight of the spittle  

forced out with the saying of it, 

but what about me  

the reporter, 

the documenter of my purview, 

what do I make of anything now 

I say to myself in this pallid skin, 

in these pallid days. 

perhaps I should go tell it on the mountain, 

given the effulgence of effort 

not merely in mind  

but of the being  

directing my reticent walk  

out of a crawling crowd. 

 

 

 

 

Encouragement from the Spinet 
 

stoked books coated in sulfuric residue 

broken lanterns rocking on marble 

foundations; 

as the landlord summarized my living room 

with wry laughter 

catering to poking fun of my empty space; 

Chopin's music filled the room. 

After the shame of poverty and jest leaves; 

tacit moments in night find me welcomed 

where moonlight clothes my bare frame 

while heat between me and tune 

climbs above the stay of my landlord's 

reproach. 

Nirvanna is reached by not knowing too 

much 

other than knowing how to know little 

things 

insignificantly. 
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Mario Methot 

L’envers de la scenographie 
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Bruce McRae 

Here And There 

Here, life’s handiwork and idle rumblings,  

solar oscillations, quantum waves in suspected ether,  

the diminishing radius of what lies untouched.  

Here and there, strange truths pleated then unfolding,  

making new mysteries from old water and fire,  

carbon-based hydrogen-eaters gulping  

at the sight of spooks and thought of spectres,  

asking big questions in the small hours –  

why are we? and what are we for?  

Here, the full spectrum of joy and viable grieving,   

filtered light trickling down from the cosmic outlands,  

a thin and tired light, red-eyed with endless journeying,  

spatiotemporal meanderings in a void sans frontiers,  

every proton a miracle of misunderstanding,  

all that strangeness and charm, the timeless spinning,  

wheel somersaulting inside of wheel, then turning for home,  

walking through the door and no one there to greet you,   

every atom in your ringing soul tarnished by the perfect vacuum.  
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Lisa Stice 

Brides and Grooms 

this life will  

mould you flat   

shove you into tiny spaces   

carved from tradition  

but there's this:   

you are meant to be at odds   

the pretty good   

hang onto that  

when this life is over   

you'll want that person again   

the good enough  

the real   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

\ 
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Jonathan Louis Duckworth 

Ecce Scapteriscus mithradantes 

Terror of all grass roots,   

the poisoned mole cricket crawls from his hole   

to die in open air.  

He is already on his back when I find him.  

Though his mandibles are finished  

and his six barbed legs are still,  

the dew drop crown on his head  

refuses to relinquish its surface tension,  

and while there’s sun to catch,   

it will not spill.   
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Leanne Carman 

What You See Isn't Always What You Get 

 The girl in the mirror is a familiar stranger. Her face is distorted. Eyes squinting. Head tilting. 

Searching for her reflection. She is hidden. Unsure of the world. When the world is quiet, she 

appears. Crystal clear but untouchable. She's always there.  

 The girl in the mirror is tired. Her face is pale, her eyes have little light in them. They used to be 

luminous. Now they are dim. That curious glint has disappeared. Bags sit underneath the dull and 

lifeless pupils. Permanent as the freckles on her hands.  

 Her poor, dry hands. She keeps them down at her sides. She doesn't let anyone see her arms. 

Used to being stretched out to welcome everyone in. They seem stiff. They tingle and ache for 

warmth. The warmth that she lost. She is afraid they will figure out her secret. Afraid they will 

see the scars, one on the right, two on the left.   

 Souvenirs from sleepless nights haunted by nightmares.   

 The kind that don't wait for the lights to go out.  
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Blair Ivey 

Twenty-Seven Already 

It’s already nine sixteen at night when Liam glances at his phone in the only open line at the 

market to a new voicemail from his mother, probably wondering in her breathy high pitch if 

Angie said yes, a thought that pushes Liam’s hand back down to his pocket where he slides the 

phone next to a velvet box he thought would be empty by now, the same way he thought he’d be 

lying in a sweaty afterglow by nine thirty, Angie’s face pasted to his chest, ring finger held high 

in the dark the way a boxer holds his glove after knocking some guy’s teeth in and his lights out, 

but there it is, still heavy in his pocket, a reminder of the weight he’s been carrying around for 

over a month while he lined up position shelving paint and pointing his index finger for new 

homeowners to follow toward the bathroom fixtures, shiny and water spotless, at the hardware 

store that pays him the eight dollars and twenty cents an hour he’s using now to buy the tobacco 

he quit chewing some time ago but needs wet under his lip and blurring his nerves tonight and 

the sleeping pills Angie uses because she says her brain is always singing, especially late at night 

when she wants to dance the most because that’s when everything is too still anyway, a quirk 

Liam used to fall asleep grinning to but now thinks may be the bane of his very existence, since 

the music and the dancing are what Angie has to consider before she empties the box onto her 

ring finger and throws her Broadway dreams into the trashcan under the sink, where Liam can 

already smell them rotting, because Angie is twenty-seven already and her belly sags over the 

waistband of her jeans a little, which he thinks he should have reminded her of at eight-fifteen, 

box, mouth, and heart open and waiting, instead of seething over it now in line behind a woman 

with red spider webs in her eyes and a little girl who conducts a child’s song with one arcing 

hand, thinking maybe Angie should buy her own sleeping pills.   
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Saadia Faruqi 

Shooting Blanks 

Lisa, a.k.a. Lee, never told anyone she had witnessed a drive-by shooting. Who would believer 

her? “Oh yeah, sure,” her ex-friends would say, positive she was making it up to gain back their 

friendship. “Why didn’t you call the police?” her brother would question like a smart-ass. She 

had been hiding when it happened, of course, and her phone had been confiscated, didn’t he 

remember? That phone business still made her clench her fists in anger. How unfair that Mom 

and Dad could take away her lifeline to the rest of the world. And for what crime? Only because 

she had called the next-door neighbor a towel-head last week. It has been just for fun, and it’s not 

like he knew what it meant.   

Did he? You never know, kids these days are so precocious. She hated it when someone called 

her chinky at school. Damn bullies, uncaring if their words hurt or their laughter tore up her 

insides. She was feeling bad about the neighbor’s kid but she wasn’t going to tell anyone that, 

was she? Just like she wasn’t going to tell anyone about the drive-by last night.  

Johnny wanted to know about it, though. He was curious as hell, positive she had seen something, 

and he was her only friend in the world for right now at least. That should count for something, 

shouldn’t it? She should tell him the details, how the big guy on the driver’s side let out a string 

of curse words that made her ears grow red. How the smaller but meaner looking guy on the 

passenger side took held out two terrifying guns and pelted bullets on everything in front of him. 

How they both screamed “death to Arabs” while they howled like wolves in a crazy death dance 

(never mind that the couple being mowed down were actually from Pakistan, that the man was a 

school teacher and the woman a housewife, that they had moved from New York City four years 

ago because there was too much hatred there after 9/11).   

How could she tell anyone all that? Her ex-friends, the la-di-da honors society gals destined for 

state university would never think she had the guts to actually witness such tragedy, such 

bloodshed. What did they know? They would all have puked on their fine shoes if it had been 

them caught in that impossible situation. That’s what happens when you trek three miles every 

day to some fancy charter school because your parents don’t want you going to Jackson High in 

the middle of a shitty neighborhood.  

The towel-head kid would have believed her. He had been there as well, hidden under the bushes 

like the little vermin he was. He looked out with perfectly round eyes reflecting more than a 

glimpse of fatalistic horror. As if he’d always known this would happen. As if he’d been born 

with some prophetic voice in his head, telling him his parents would be gunned down in front of 

him in this cracked and peeling neighborhood filled with immigrants and druggies. As if he 

already knew none of his neighbors cared enough to see what the commotion was about, just 

another screaming group wanting to put a scare into them. She didn’t know who those guys in 

the car were, Somali, Nigerian, what. They all had their groups, even the Vietnamese ones her 

uncles and cousins tried so hard to pretend they hated. In this neighborhood, everyone was at war 

with everyone else, unless you were Towel-Head and his family, or the Mexican couple with the 

new baby down the street, or the parents of one Lee Nguyen, trying hard to save enough money 
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to move out. Elderly parents who wanted her to study hard and get good grades and not get 

pregnant at 16. What a joke. If they  

only knew she had already been there, done that two years ago, and the abortion didn’t hurt even 

a teeny bit.  

Towel-Head wasn’t to know all this, of course. He wasn’t a prophet or a guru, just a scared little 

boy who couldn’t even see properly through his tears. Lee kinda fell sorry for him, which meant 

she was a wimp, and that was something she absolutely wasn’t. They had been silent partners 

that night, she squeezing his clammy hand, not knowing or caring whether it was to give him 

comfort or herself. They were in it together for those brief three minutes it took to make him an 

orphan. But who cares, right? Shit happens.  

The police had come around the next day, inquiring about the bloated bodies in the front yard 

that nobody had bothered to collect or mourn. They didn’t ask her any questions at all, not even a 

“did you see anything last night?” What losers. Were they even qualified police officers or just 

idiots who strutted around in their navy blue uniforms and their hard expressions thinking: “these 

assholes deserve to die”? Sure, even Lee sometimes thought they should all go back where they 

came from, pile back into their rickety boats and go find another shore to kill each other from. 

But then where would she go, she whose Mom and Dad were trying so hard to make something 

of themselves, forcing her to become the Virgin Mary in the process?  

Well, it wasn’t going to work. If the drinking and drugs and sex with unknown black guys in 

stuffy cars wasn’t enough to scar you for life, witnessing a double murder certainly was. She 

wondered with sudden unease where Towel-Head was, whether he would come back in ten years 

with a gun and a “why didn’t you save my parents, you chinky?” That made her feel worried in a 

way she hadn’t in a long time. Worried and thrilled and sick to her stomach. Being hated was 

better than being ignored, being laughed at. On second thoughts, maybe she better tell someone. 

Maybe she better run away before he came back for her. He who was her future enemy and her 

soul mate, a witness with her to something that was nothing at all. This neighborhood was hell, 

that was for sure, with no place for wimps with a sudden urge to be called Lisa instead of Lee.   
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Philip Brunetti 
 

Intimations of Annihilations—No.28 

 
1. 

The thing was that we were writing inside of the Revelation and nobody wanted that.  

Nobody wanted to live through its inception and keep a cold eye on life the whole way 

through thereafter.  I certainly didn’t want this and even if Simon Baden had mesmerized 

me and implanted his revelatory time capsule, which had obviously been initiated, well 

then.  Anyway, I’d had my choice in life and I’d gone with it. 

 It troubled me to think that there’d been nothing else.  That I hadn’t found some 

other magnificent way to live in which I could’ve avoided the whole mission.  If I’d become 

legitimized or validated in the least way.  I could’ve dodged this fate.  Escaped it.  But then 

my personality had been set so that I bore it naturally, much more easily than most would.  

Anyhow I’d set my sights on the underworld for a while.  I had a whole comedy routine to 

break in to it.  I’d come holding some old books and scrolls even.  I’d have been studying up 

on the Gnostics and acolytes but I’d have been unloading it all into the bowl too.  I’d read it 

and then expel it from my mind-body.  I was working on that split, recovering it, eradicating 

it, and the toilet helped.  The holy books helped. 

 This night, I was on stage.  I was reading some of my words to a misty audience.  

There were some chuckles and some brief applause.  I stood tall and seemed sure of myself.  

Then I crouched like a boxer and attacked.  I attacked the stained microphone set up before 

me.  The one that smells like a beer.  I attacked it but only with the vibrations of my voice.  I 

said a few things into the mic—some of my vehement verses.  Really what I wanted was a 
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bathtub on the stage too.  I wanted to dunk some heads and bodies right after my “sermon.”  

The sermon off the mount, on the stage, in the cellar. 

 I looked out at the small audience, trying to spot any pretty girls.  I spotted one in 

black sequins with platinum-blond hair, ironed straight.  She sipped a cranberry and vodka.  

She had a smirk that told me all about cranberry and vodka.  This wasn’t even her most 

interesting feature… 

 Anyway, it came like a threat.  It was a threat that’d come all the way down the line.  

Back from the day of John of Patmos——to today.  It was an overarching threat filled with 

fantastic and bizarre images that kicked us in the teeth and got into our kitchens.  Deep into 

our guts and grills, cordial as rain. 

 “You better come on in my kitchen, ‘cause it’s gonna be raining outdoors.” 

 I had that song in my head too.  That Robert Johnson sex dirge.  At the end of the 

reading, I might just sing it. 

2. 

The headache dream was partly what’d started it.  Lying there dead on the bed.  Near dead.  

Experiencing a pain that I’d never known in its intensity by age six.  But it’d started that 

way, with the pain of a raving maniac.  A mini-maniac that’d taken an axe inside my head, 

metaphorically.  Cutting it up in there, cutting it down.  Over and over and I’m moaning on 

the bed.  I’m just trying to survive it.  I haven’t got any noble ideas except to survive the 

pain or find some way to make it go away.  But I really don’t know how to make it go away.  

And now that it was there, it felt like it’d always been there and would always be there.  I 

could do nothing but surrender—and suffer.  I gave in. 
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 Several hours later my mother woke me but I didn’t see her.  Instead I saw a version 

of the New Testament danced and sung upon a screen.  I saw Judas’s self-lynching and 

Pilate’s bloodying the washbowl.  I saw Peter’s dragging denials and Simon’s inventing the 

world through song and dance—through the power and the glory of shots and edits.  With 

Christ rising on cords.  And such a happy Magdalene, in white, finally rejoicing. 

 I was impressed.  I was only six but I lit a cigarette to contemplate the vision.  I left 

the grownups then and went to a nearby diner to eat some French Fries.  My father and 

mother had to come looking for me.  I was hanging around, after the fries, leaning against 

the cigarette machine.  I was counting my change and talking to one of the waitresses.  She 

was wearing a pale pink uniform dress.  She had big, upward hair and an old saggy face and 

walked with a limp.  And I said to her, “Behold.  Behold the magical spirit that’s come to me.  

That’s come into me.  I even smoke now.  I burn.” 

 The waitress took the cigarette away from me.  My mother and father entered the 

diner and, for some reason, genuflected.  Then they went to the cashier and paid my tab.  

Afterward I was scolded and told not to disappear again. 

 I heard their wary words and didn’t disappear again.  At least not for a long time.  

3. 

All the ravages of desire—that’s what’d been eating me.  All the ravages that dated back to 

my Nurse Mother and the time long before my Nurse Mother.  That went back to Margo 

Gwidder in the aisle and Lil Parka in her seat.  Next to me, in the King’s classroom.  Anyway, 

Lil Parka had freckles and a bright pretty face and on that day she wore a gingham shirt.  

Black-and-white check.  I kept walking around her seat and peeking here and there like I 

was trying to find strings or magnets.  Something taut or electrical that’d caught me. 
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 “Now who are you there, Lil Parka?” I said. 

 She blushed—there was a slight uprush of blood to her facial features.  Then she 

smiled and her young pretty teeth sparkled in a way so different from the King’s…I was 

smitten.   

4. 

It was almost over except for the question of my Nurse Mother, my wife, California, and the 

Second Coming.  It was all pretty much settled otherwise.  Everything had been wrapped up 

so nicely and it had the pitch of a Holiday song gone haywire. 

 The Jesus Girl was missing too.  And I missed her.  I missed her as much as I missed 

the Tree Girl but that’s because they were one and the same.  They’d formed that mind-

body split for so many years and then, finally, they eased together.  As one.  A spiritual 

union—with grace as the acting agent.  Someone’s grace.  Not mine. 

 But anyway I’d hop in my car soon.   I’d already stood outside the Facility those 

nights and got nothing for my efforts but a feeling of coldness.  The coldness of the night 

outside, the coldness of my Nurse Mother inside.   Unseen—but still there.  And cold.  So 

cold. 

 Ah, my Nurse Mother.  I wondered if she was a mother yet.  No, probably not, 

probably never.  Or at least not that kind of mother.  Not the one that’d birth the infant 

that’d come to change the world if such a second, sacred birth was to come.   But probably 

it’d come out of fire this time—instead of flesh.  It’d come out of some burning womb that 

was like the burning bush of that other birth or vision—and the way faces change and 

enlightenment illumines…  
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5. 

There would be no trials.  They wouldn’t come arrest me, unfortunately.  I wouldn’t be sued 

for slander or defamation of character.  I’d be a nobody, all the more still.  In its own way, it 

might be magnificent. 

 I couldn’t heal the split or fissure.  Could you?  I had to make my father laugh then.  

That was the best I could do—an uproarious advance in that direction.  Laughter.  Laughter 

atop all the sorrow. 

 Piss words.  I’d written a book of piss words that might impress a king.  A king of 

death and corruption like all kings in eternity. 

 I hadn’t loved the King—King Kisko.  I hadn’t loved this man that’d taught me those 

lousy lessons.   This man that’d dirtied up his mind and spread it like cheer.  But I had 

received it—and with pleasure.  I was a nasty child.  And Simon Baden was a nastier child.  

He hadn’t been saved.  And if he had it was a simple phase.  He’d broken into that zone but, 

really, how far had he gotten in?  Or maybe he was prodigy Mozart playing his miniature 

piano in the King’s court.  So many pretty sounds, the sounds that make the ugly world go 

round.  That’s what the King needed, our King, Kisko.  That’s what he needed cause he’d lost 

his own volition and impetus.  He sat there like a sick dog.  A dog of truth and barbarism.  I 

could see him squeezing the clitoris of each girl in turn.  He had them lined up like it was an 

internment camp and he was the sole progenitor.  He’d keep his role going, with a little 

thumb and forefinger tickle.  Get those dewy pubes dewier!  He’s got such a wide grin on his 

face, with his wolf teeth and dark tongue.  His magic eyes.  The whole class was in ecstasy 

and madness—a mass hysteria.  All the naked girls.  The shades on each door shut.  The 
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windows darkened.  The make-believe world of a Friday afternoon in-class movie.  Double 

period.  With the projector beam running.  Crazy hypnotic shapes on the screen that 

matched the diatribes of Baden.  The King had each girl strip down and put her clothes in a 

little pile in front of her.  Panties on top.  Crotch panel showing. 

 “I want to spot your discharge.  And for those of you not discharging yet, be grateful 

for the purity of your poon.” 

 Then a howl and a laugh.  The classroom doors were locked.  Baden was in the 

bathroom and he wasn’t coming back in.  If he had, it’d have been Christ in the marketplace 

with the overturning of tables.  The overturning of tits and cunts… 

 Not that it mattered.  Not that it would ever matter.  What went down in that 

classroom on that afternoon was legion.  It was the rest of us like pigs possessed by unclean 

spirits going over that cliff of sighs and the King’s finger in each pussy and rectum, down 

the line, digging in. 
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Joshua Baumgarten 

The devil in Delbits expects an ambush by IS. 

Delbits was keeping himself busy on a quiet Tuesday afternoon in his Imperium of Impressions.  

Reshuffling the books, the cd’s, the lp’s.  Straightening this and tilting that.   Delbits even went so far as 

to clean the big shop window so all the citizens passing by could see what a wonderful world of 

inspiration he had to offer them.  Keeping busy was giving Delbits a good feeling.  It was at these 

moments that Delbits hoped that no one would enter the shop and interupt him.  Delbits sent thought 

energies out into the universe asking everyone to stay away until he was finished.  He hoped the 

universe and all of his usual suspects would hear the calling and stay away.  Just for another hour.  

Delbits knew his business sense was screwed up.  This always made him laugh.  This also worried him at 

times. 

 A little while later Delbits stopped and stood in the middle of his shop.  He surveyed the landscape 

before him and concluded that it was good.  He was satisified and decided that he was done.  The 

Imperium had a new flow, the air inside seemed cleared.  Delbits himself felt his mind open.  It was good.  

“Time for coffee,” Delbits said to himself and all the inspiring icons around him.  Voices called out all 

around him, “Yeah, coffee Delbits.  Make it black.”  Delbits sneezed from all the dust he had whipped up. 

 Sitting back in his chair at the table by the window of the shop, admiring the clear view of the clean 

window, Delbits was just about to open a trade magazine about the evils of lifestyle vintage concept 

shops when the door to his own opened.  Walking into the shop was a young muslim woman/girl 

wearing a hijab.  “Good afternoon, welcome,” said Delbits a bit suprised taken off guard.  “Hello,” said 

the young woman.  Delbits felt his pulse quicken a bit and a cool sweat trickled from his pores.  Delbits 

could not remember if he had ever had a young muslim woman wearing a hijab in his shop before.  His 

brain rattled off a hundred thoughts.  What could she want from him or his shop was probably the most 

unbiased of them all.  World events and the constant barage of the media and the internet, chaos 

churning concerning muslims machine gunned through his mind.  Delbits took a sip of his coffee and 

asked the young woman “How can I help you?”   

 “Well I have walked by this store many times before and always wondered what it is all about.  Today I 

see that you are open and I am actually looking for a book and I was wondering if you might have it?”  

“Oh,” said Delbits, now quite curious.  “Which book is that?”  “Do you by chance have a copy of The 

Satanic Verses by…Salmon Rushdie?” Delbits looked at the young muslim girl/woman wearing a hijab 

and tried to keep his mouth from falling open.  He began to sweat even more.  His brain began to rattle 

and he felt all of sudden very nervous.  What was going on here,thought Delbits to himself.  This was like 

some bad joke and he could hear the comedian in his head delivering it, "Did you hear the one about the 

muslim girl in a hijab who goes into a secondhand book shop run by an American Jew and asks for the 

one book that is most famous for its author receiving a fatwa on his head for insulting the prophet in it.”  

Inside Delbits his inner demons were cackling and screaming.  The nightly news, the papers, the 

beheadings , the wars, the damage, the hate, the fear, reality was ringing alarms in Delbits head.  Inside 

his head, Delbits is yelling, “WTF!” 
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 “Uh, I am not sure,” Delbits said to the young woman, quieting his brain.  “Let’s take a look shall we.”  

“The books are over here."  This the english language, here are the foriegn language, the 

philosophy/esoteric section, the scifi, the political, the cultural, the art, the music…”  “But unfortunately 

I don’t I think I have a copy of The Satanic Verses in right now, sorry.”  “Oh that is too bad,” replied the 

young woman.  “I happen to see the books author the other night on a television talk show and I 

thought it would be interesting to read the book myself and make up my own mind about it.”  “Oh, that 

is interesting,” replied Delbits, watching the door to the shop out of the corner of his eye, half expecting 

an ambush at any moment.  “If you would like to leave me your name and email address I can contact 

you if I come across the book during one of my many searches.”  “Uhmm, that would be nice, thank you,” 

replied the young woman.  While the young woman was writing her information on a post-it Delbits 

asked her on what program she had seen the author.  She explained that she had seen him on an 

american cable talkshow whose commentator/comedic host she liked very much.  She enjoyed his 

liberal but sharp commentary about society.  Delbits knew whom she was referring to but did not care 

for the show or its host that much.  Delbits found him very arrogant and fat mouthed.  Delbits did like 

that the man took his comedic vitriol out on anyone that he felt deserved it.  Delbits told this to the 

young woman.  She liked the host because of his liberal views.  She said that she herself was very liberal 

as well.  Delbits relaxed but was still a bit thrown off.  When had he ever had a conversation with a 

young muslim woman of maybe nineteen wearing a hijab?  When had a young woman like this ever 

been in his shop before?  The answers to these questions made him relax and his smile grew a bit wider.   

 “Would you mind it I recommend some other american comedic thinkers to you.  If you are interested 

in sharp liberal free thought maybe you should check out Lenny Bruce, Richard Pryor, George Carlin and 

Bill Hicks.  You can find them all on youtube.  To me these are some my personal inspirational people.”  

Delbits wrote the four names on the back of a business card and handed it to the young woman.  She 

thanked him for it.  The tone in her voice made Delbits think that she was unsure if she would ever look 

the comedians up on youtube.  “Well, do you mind if I just look around a bit more?” asked the young 

muslim woman wearing a hijab.  “Of, course please feel free, enjoy.  Would you care for some coffee or 

tea?” asked Delbits.  “No thank you.” replied the young woman.  “Well if I can be of anymore help 

please ask.” 

 Delbits sat back down in his chair at the table by the window.  He took a sip of his coffee which was by 

now cold.  The cold coffee tasted awful but felt good going down his throat.  Delbits watched the young 

woman out of the corner of his eye go through all the books, the comics and magazines.  She took her 

time going shelf to shelf, going through it all.  Prejudices that Delbits had never really paid attention to 

in himself were trying to break free.  He swallowed them back down into his bowels.  This moment was 

exactly what his Imperium of Impressions was as all about.  This was the adventure, the edge, the 

eagerness for ideas and openess.  Delbits laughed a small laugh under his breath and turned his gaze 

back towards the clean window.  Delbits watched the people outside on the street hustling back and 

forth. Inside, Delbits gave the young muslim girl/woman wearing a hijab her space to discover whatever 

she might discover in peace. 
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Stephanie Flood 

“THE GRAND FINALE”  
 

 

ONCE UPON A TIME 

 

 Once upon a time, a few hundred years into the 

future, buildings grew upwards, since there was no more 

space for outward development anymore. Businesses were 

stacked high on top of each other like levels of apartments, 

or really tall sandwiches made with any kind of layers 

imaginable. 

 

 This story begins in one stacked building in the 

future, somewhere in the Southwestern part of the United States, a country which had become 

much too developed in the years after 2014. For in the future, this country became covered with 

commercial entities, which created one gigantic city—the space that used to lounge in-between 

towns and cities now extinct, like all the world’s flora and fauna. 

 

 The particular building in this story consisted of four stacked businesses built one on top 

of each other. On the first floor was a convenience store. The second floor was a restaurant. The 

third floor was an international youth hostel. The fourth floor was an administrative medical 

chart business. Then there was a roof, and above the roof, was the sky. 

 

THE SKY 

 

 The sky was vast, mysterious, and billions of years old. It was a cosmic story-teller, with 

the ability to speak a living story without words. The story the sky told was a much larger, more 

difficult story to tell than this smaller, wordy one being told here. But altogether, one simply 

couldn’t live without knowing both the larger and smaller story, for without one, there wouldn’t 

be the other, each aspect playing such an integral part of the bigger whole.  

  

MAIN CHARACTERS 

 

GAIL: 45, chain smoker, plump, gray hair, gray eyes, pale skin, 

hanging lips, has a sour attitude to cover up her manic depression. 

Typically wears leggings, snow boots and plaid shirts to work, 

hiding a painful past that she has yet to overcome. 

 

 

  

BENNY: 19, tall, lanky, black hair, Bolivian raised in the United 

States, wears a plain black baseball cap, high school drop out, ran 

away at 15 with rogue hippies driving to Mexico in an RV, 

returned to the U.S. to work for a living.  
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IMOGENE: front desk clerk living and working at the youth hostel, 29, Filipino-American, late 

bloomer, grew up in the midwest; after a hard life she started to write stories, her largest 

problem: being unable to recognize or envision her own future. 

 

 

 

DARLA: 32, tall, wears too much lipstick and eyeliner, born in 

Northern California, lived in a lot of group homes as a child, a broken 

woman who often wishes she could disappear.  

 

 

 

chapter one / FORGETFUL GAIL 

 

 “You fow-got? How did you fow-get?” Mr. Yen, the Chinese owner of the convenience 

store asked Gail, his only employee of twenty years.  

 

 It was around 1 p.m. in the afternoon; a simple day 

in mid-November, as the two argued, who were the only 

people in the entire convenience store, like always. 

 

 “Don’t talk to me like I’m a dog,” Gail snapped.  

 

 Gail raised her fingertips to her face and inspected 

her broken nails, then glared back at Mr. Yen and spat out,“I 

am not your slave, Mr. Yen, I am a human being and American and I have rights. I would like to 

be addressed politely, and if you can’t address me appropriately, then I will call the authorities 

on you. I can do that Mr. Yen. I can do a lot, you know.” 

 

 “Then why can’t you do yow job? Why can’t you order more in-ven-towy when we sell 

out of it-ems. Look at my stowe! It is compwetely em-ty!” Mr. Yen cried out.  

 

 He dramatically turned behind him, his arms waving at the store’s empty shelves.  

 

 “I leave for vay-cay-shun for one week,” he continued ranting, “-and I come back to see 

that nut-ting is done! Nut-ting is ever done!” 

 

 Mr. Yen’s five foot body violently shook underneath his business suit and leather shoes 

from screaming so hard. Gail opened her mouth, incredulous at this man’s audacity. She couldn’t 

believe the way Mr. Yen was treating her. This was an outrage. A pure outrage.  

 

 “I sent in the slip,” Gail said, gritting her teeth. “I checked the list, and sent it in that day, 

and we never got the order. I did exactly how you instructed.” 
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 “Did you give the credit card number?” Mr. Yen asked.  

 

 Gail hesitated. 

 

 “I forgot.” Gail said, then reached for the Windex and started spraying the front counter 

in-between them. A heavy silence fell on both of them. 

 

 Mr. Yen looked around at the empty store, amazed at how this woman would always 

forgot to order inventory. For twenty long and frustrating years, he’d find this place empty like 

this countless times, always when he’d be gone for too long.  

 

 Mr. Yen looked around, searching for answers. He took in the cigarette smoke, and at the 

tinfoil strangely covering the window, blocking out all the natural light.  

 

 These were all symptoms of an unseen problem, and the source of them, he gathered, 

might hold the root cause to whatever was making her so forgetful.  

 

 He looked back at Gail, probing for insight. 

 

 As she sprayed the Windex, Gail’s mind wandered. She thought about the frozen dinner 

waiting for her at home, the holographic television that she’d turn on until she’d fall asleep at 

night, and the robot dog that she would sometimes turn on when she was feeling lonely—who 

she named Midget just because it was a scrawny, silver thing.  

 

 As she spayed, she closed her eyes to the deeper, lower, more dangerous tides crashing 

inside her, swishing and turning, possessed by her past.  

 

 She wished it all to disappear: the ocean inside her, the fog in her brain, her empty house 

wasting away in the slums. It was a house that used to be full. Until her husband and son died 

from Ebola twenty years ago, right when she started working at this store.  

  

 Again, she wished so hard for it all to be gone, to all be forgotten.  

 

 Above all, with certainty, she wished Mr. Yen would be forgotten, so he could never 

bother her with insipid questions ever again. She wiped off the counter angrily now, imagining 

her hands were wiping Mr. Yen’s reflection right off the face of the earth.  

 

 But spot cleaning Mr. Yen’s image was not going to get rid of him.  

 

 Mr. Yen stamped his foot, wielding her attention back to him. Gail’s eyes fluttered open, 

her gray eyes narrowing at this small, Chinese, balding man in front of her, wearing black 

glasses that were simply too large for his face. Mr. Yen would not be ignored. 

 

 He decided, he would confront this issue head on and he wouldn’t leave until this issue 

was truly addressed. For there was a sleepiness here, in his store, and in his only employee. And, 
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maybe he could awaken this sleepiness by not asking a number of questions, but by asking the 

same question over and over this time, until she finally gave a real answer.  

 

 “How did you fow-get?!” 

 

chapter two / BENNY’S HAT 

 

 Benny was flipping a big chunk of burger patty at around 4 p.m. when an unusual 

earthquake struck the building.  

 

 Four other cooks, two on either side of him, had 

each fallen down during this event, knocking the other one 

down like dominoes.  

 

 It was a Nike shoe that hit Benny squarely in the back 

of his knee, sending him onto the ground. This sent his 

black baseball cap hurtling into the air, a special cap that he’d 

had since he’d run away at fifteen from home in New York.  

 

 He was 19 now and this cap was the only particle he had left of the past. 

 

 “What the hell!” Benny yelled out, as he watched his cap fly through the air. He 

scrambled with the four other Mexican men, all of them dressed in white aprons and expressing 

petrified faces in different ways: one man was open-mouthed and wide-eyed staring at the floor 

as it shook while another younger man covered his head. 

 

 “Oh fuck,” Nate, one larger, middle-aged cook swore to his right, “Those pots don’t look 

to good. Look at that one right over my head amigo.”  
 

 Nate pointed up as the ground rumbled and the walls and ceilings shook.  

 

 Benny looked above them to see one 40 quart stainless steel pot inch right off the hook, 

and gasped. It looked like it was seconds away from falling right on top of Nate’s head.  

 

 As the earth kept rumbling and the pot kept inching off the hook, Benny acted without 

hesitation. The thought of his hat went out like a light in his head. 

 

 Benny grappled Nate’s shirt with as much physical strength as he had in his tall, slim, 

Bolivian body. In seconds, he dragged Nate on top of him. 

 

 “Move your legs man!” Benny screamed at him, “Move!” 

 

 And the pot did fall and Nate’s legs were removed from harms way by a mere hair of a 

second, all from these sheer seconds of reactions.  

 

 And just as instantly as it happened—the earthquake ended.  
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 The two men looked at each other, wide-eyed, Nate heavily breathing on top of Benny, 

his face level with Benny’s face. Two scared brown eyes were one at this moment, reflecting the 

same eager emotions, the same awestruck wonder, the same shock, and the same indefinable 

gratefulness of the other one being quite impeccably alive.  

 

 Then they blinked, and as if waking from a daze. Each scrambled up in the kitchen, then 

stepped a good foot away from each other dramatically. Nate coughed and awkwardly looked 

down to fix his white shirt, which was revealing his belly button.  

 

 “That was a close one my friend,” Nate said in a low, solemn voice. He fixed his apron 

next and said, “I owe you my life amigo, my legs.”  
 

 Benny brushed himself off, the dirt on his black shirt and jeans, and then glanced at 

where the pot landed, which was right at Nate’s feet.  

 

 The tile floor was broken right in half. Split right in two. 

 

 “Damn,” Benny whispered. That could have been Nate’s body under there. Then another 

thought struck at his skull, and he instantly felt his stomach drop.   

 

 “Your hat,” Nate spoke for the two of them. 

 

 A younger Mexican cook fixing himself to Benny’s left responded to the inquiry. 

 

 “It’s over in the fryer man,” the cook said, and he was right, the hat was in the fryer and 

completely destroyed. “I’m sorry man. But hey, you can get a new one right?” 

 

chapter  three / THE WRITER 

 

 Imogene sat at the front desk of the international youth hostel on the third floor of the 

stacked building. It was around 5 p.m. and the sun would be 

descending soon, as she was writing a new short story called, The 

Grand Finale, on a well-used electronic pen and digital pad.  

 

 It was a slow night at the hostel.  

 

 The lights glowed a happy gold all over.  

 

 The plants were a healthy green in front of the windows that 

overlooked a conspiring sky, and the white, decorative lights 

lining the furniture made the lobby feel warm and inviting. 

Her black hair hung over her face as she kept writing her story. 

 

 A man entered the lobby, wearing clothes from the early years of the 2000’s and blue 

jeans that no one ever wore anymore. His leather jacket had tiny burn holes in it, looking as if 
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he’d been out at the times the acid rain would pour down. Alarms always went off in the city, to 

warn people to head for cover, but it looked as if he didn’t do that a few times.  

 

 “Hi,” Imogene said flatly, not thrilled about the looks of this man.  

 

 Imogene set the pencil down and straightened up in her chair, staring hard at him. 

Imogene was a pretty serious character, having been born in poverty in the Philippines and then 

adopted by a high-strung Midwestern couple in the Untied States. 

 

 “Hi there,” The man stuttered, “I was wondering, how you give out these rooms? I mean, 

I was wanting information about any cots, or beds I mean. They are beds, right? I was just 

wanting to know, because it’s so cold outside, and I’m traveling, I’ve been traveling for a real 

long time. Do you have any available? How much do they go for? I’d just like some rest.” 

 

 Imogene immediately felt her guards go up but a part of her longed to give him 

everything she had, even her own bed. A part of her wanted to hold him, and tell him about the 

essence of miracles, and the wisdom that comes from not being one or the other, the importance 

of trying to move on even when it hurts, and encourage him to keep making life’s creations and 

all the dreams born in you when you’re a child, and to say, never give up on those dreams.  

 

 Offhandedly, she picked up a yellow mug beside her that read— 

 

 Peace & Love 

 

 —and corrected its position on the desk. This mug had previously fallen over from an 

unexpected earthquake a few hours ago. She hadn’t even noticed that it fell until now, she had 

been so focused on her story. She had barely noticed the earthquake at all.  

 

 “We only accept international travelers with authentically micro-chipped passports,” 
Imogene said, feeling slightly unsure of herself, “Do you have a passport? You also need a 

recently issued holographic ID, because that’s the law, for all businesses, everywhere.” 

 

 She gulped, chewing on her lips, trying to sound confident.  

 

 “No,” The man said, “I don’t have anything. I was just at the shelter and they couldn’t 

take me in.” He then spoke incoherently about his medical insurance status and how there was a 

dramatic change in federal laws that affected homeless shelters nationwide. 

 

 “I’m sorry sir,” Imogene said, “This is just for international travelers and you don’t meet 

the requirements at all. I’m sorry, but this place isn’t for you.” 

 

 The man stared into her eyes, a marooned darkness burning from the core of an empty 

soul. He left because he understood that she couldn’t help.  

 

 When he left, although Imogene couldn’t see it, a string of sorrow attached itself from his 

heart to hers, and it took a while for her to notice this energetic presence.  
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 Imogene looked down at her electronic writing pad and started drawing images for The 

Grand Finale, which she would absurdly insert in her manuscript when the content was finished. 

After a few sketches, she looked up suddenly at nothing and everything at once.  

 

 “I could have given him water,” Imogene said aloud to no one in particular.  

 

chapter four/ DARLA’S HOLES 

 

 Assholes. Assholes. And more assholes.  

 

 Darla sat at her cubicle around 5:30 p.m. and 

holographically flipped through electronic medical files with a wave 

of her manicured fingers, the digital computer in front of her 

catching her motion and dancing finger tips. For hours she’d been 

shuffling through handfuls of client photos, flipping through 

confidential pictures of their colons; speckled-colored colons, red 

ones, dark shadowy ones, inventorying the medical charts that were attached to each image. 

 

 It wasn’t everyday that her computer would be filled with digital images of people’s 

assholes, zoomed to the max. Everyday, she typically would have a different body part to look at, 

since she filed medical charts for a living. It was just this day in particular, the day of the 

unexpected earthquake, where her day happened to be unusually filled with assholes.  

 

 Her cell phone buzzed and she looked down.  

 

 It was an unidentified number.  

 

 Hey, this is Jim from the night at the bar. Had a good time that night, I hope you did too. 

 

 Darla’s red, lipsticked lips curled into a smile as a crystal image of an anonymous 

person’s colons glared in front of her on a large screen. 

 

 Darla twirled her long, flabby blonde hair. She gazed into the reflection of the screen in 

front of her, past the image, and studied her 32-year-old, long face, noticing the crinkles in the 

corner of her eyes that weren’t there when she’d been a decade younger.  

 

 Yes, I did have a good night.  

 

 She typed back on her cell phone even though she really didn’t. It wasn’t amazing at 

least, just an entertaining time at a bar that she’d often visit to grab a beer after work. Staring at 

people’s body parts for hours get a little drab at times.  

 

 Want to go out to tonight honey? We could do more than kiss this time.  
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 Darla looked up, instantly repulsed by that question, her repulsion multiplied by this 

man’s mistake of calling her a sentimental nick name without even knowing her, especially 

something so disgustingly generic like: “honey.” She ignored the phone, and started to do her 

job, alphabetically filing the client’s information as accurately as possible. 

 

 Her phone beeped again.  

 

 She didn’t want to check the phone but she did.  

 

 Seriously, let’s hang out. I want you so bad honey, I want to do things to you. Gimme a 

call/text if you’re up for having a fun time. Let me know. 

 

 “Fuck you,” Darla said, under her breath.  

 

 At 32, she’d had good relationships and bad ones, she’d been with men she thought she’d 

want to marry, and ones that drifted through her life like dead leaves over the now barely existent 

Colorado River. Those drifters probably could have been everything, if times were different, but 

this time in the future was complicated, and so was she. And so, in this future, Darla never ran 

out of men even at age she was now, but she longed for something else entirely.  

 What this something was, she wasn’t certain of. 

 

 In a few hours, Darla was just about done with her shift. She acknowledged the hole in 

her inner world, the hole in everyone’s worlds, and refused to fill her own with superficial fluff. 

She reached for her phone gracefully and edited Jim’s name to— 

 

 Asshole 

 

 —it only seemed appropriate.  

 

 The quaint thing, she thought, as she closed up her cubical and got ready to leave, was 

that everyone had an asshole.  

 

 Even her, so it wasn’t that bad of a thing to be named after an organ like this one. It was 

an organ that was very significant to the human digestion process. An overlooked organ, sure, 

was an ugly one, but continuously saved our bodies everyday from getting too backed up. 

 

 It was a poetic thing, assholes, but something that a person really don’t need two of. One 

hole is enough in any person’s life, she thought, as she got up to leave.  

 

THE ELEVATOR  

 

 Gail entered the main elevator of the stacked business building. After spending most of 

the day with an upset boss who asked her the same question over and over again until she caved 

and finally exploded the truth about how much she needed help, she hit the button for— 

 

 Roof access 
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 —and the elevator’s doors closed. It moved up one level.  

 

 Then it opened.  

 

 Benny walked in and Gail slid over to the back corner to give him room. He ruffled his 

hand through his un-capped hair and was about to poke the—  

 

 Roof access 

 

 —button but seeing that it was already lit up. He dived his hands in his pockets instead, 

and looked down at the ground. It’d been a long day. Fourteen hours of work to be exact, and he 

was exhausted, especially after having his black hat ruined by the earthquake.  

 

 The elevator went up a level and the doors opened again.  

 

 Imogene walked into the elevator with a finished manuscript in her hand. She had printed 

it out right after her shift, it was the only honest thing she could do, after having been so 

heartless to a person that she could have helped, if she’d been more in it than out of it.  

 

 Imogene saw Benny and smiled shyly. The two would often see each other at the end of 

their shifts, even though they never spoke to each other.  

 

 Imogene noticed the lit button. 

 

 She positioned herself at the front side of the elevator, right in front of Benny. She 

pressed the manuscript to her breast, as if it were a shield or a pillow, because writing was the 

closest lover she’d ever had, as the elevator went up one more level.  

 

 Finally, Darla walked into the elevator. Darla looked at the familiar people she’d often 

see after the shift, nodded to them, and felt a strange feeling of fullness inside her. That feeling 

was a temporary fullness though, just like warmth, bound to go away eventually. 

 

 All four of them silently maneuvered so that they each would have an equal amount of 

space, as the elevator went to the last floor, the roof.  

 

 The elevator door opened up.  

 

 Each person filed out, avoiding each other entirely, each one choosing a different part of 

the city to face as the sun set in the distance.  

 

FACING DIFFERENT WORLDS 

 

 GAIL faced the slums from where she was born and bred, reminiscing on her home just 

over there, when it had been a home, a real home.  
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 BENNY faced the suburbs, dreaming of a normal life, feeling taken aback at the loss of a 

particle of his past that had predominately determined his future.  

 

 IMOGENE faced a dog park, dreaming of one day being happy as a published writer, 

living a life worth living, with a dog of her own. 

 

 DARLA faced the freeway, and fantasized about one day soaring away, forever, never 

returning to the life she lived in her cubicle at the office. 

 

THE COMET 

 

 Imogene noticed the comet falling from the sky. She 

called the others to her side. They all stood beside each other as 

the comet struck the horizon. Nobody said a word, each one 

feeling strangely relieved. Benny and Imogene held each 

other’s hands. 

 

 And the world went blank.  

 

the end 
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